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ON A PROBLEM OF BANACH

ANDRZEJ PELC AND KAREL PRIKRY1

Abstract. Assuming the continuum hypothesis, we obtain a translation invariant

version of the following result of E. Grzegorek: There are two countably generated

o-algebras on the interval [0, 1 ] such that both carry a nonatomic countably additive

probability measure, but the a-algebra generated by their union does not carry any

such measure.

Banach [1] asked if there are two countably generated a-algebras on the interval

[0,1) such that both carry a nonatomic countably additive probability measure, but

the a-algebra generated by their union does not carry any such measure, i.e. is

"nonmeasurable". This problem was answered positively by E. Grzegorek in [2]

assuming Martin's Axiom and in [3] without any additional set-theoretic assump-

tions. The result in [2] satisfies the additional condition that both a-algebras extend

the a-algebra of Borel subsets of [0,1]. This additional condition does not hold for

the algebras obtained in [3]. Indeed, it is unlikely that such an improvement is

possible without some additional set theoretic assumption, since this would imply

that there is no real-valued measurable cardinal below the continuum. In the present

paper we obtain an analog of the result of [2] in a translation invariant setting—as-

suming the continuum hypothesis. We do not know whether Martin's axiom suffices.

We shall work on [0,1), mod 1. The a-algebras in the conclusion of the Theorem

have as their underlying set the entire [0,1). However, the proof of the Theorem also

uses a-algebras whose underlying set is a proper subset of [0,1). The concepts we

introduce should be viewed within the context of this more general class of

a-algebras. We say that a a-algebra is measurable if it carries a a-additive nonatomic

probability measure. A a-algebra ¿? is translation invariant if for all A G (î and

a G [0,1], A A a G (î. Clearly, 6E is translation invariant if it is closed under

translates of members of a generating subfamily. Hence, the union of two translation

invariant a-algebras generates a translation invariant a-algebra.

Obviously, the underlying set of a translation invariant a-algebra has to be the

entire [0,1). It will be convenient to work with a less restrictive concept of almost

translation invariance. A a-algebra 6? is almost translation invariant if for all A G tf

and all x G [0,1), there is some fietf such that \(A A x) AB\ < S0. We shall also

call a set A almost translation invariant if for all x G [0,1), \(A A x)AA\ < S0.
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The a-algebra of the relative Borel subsets of an almost translation invariant set is

easily seen to be almost translation invariant. An almost translation invariant

a-algebra containing all points (and thus all enumerable sets) is translation invariant.

We shall denote the Lebesgue measure by À and the Lebesgue outer measure by

A*.

Our main result is the following.

Theorem. Assume the continuum hypothesis. Then there exist countably generated

o-algebras 6?,, &2 of subsets of the interval [0, 1) and probability measures ß^ p2 on

&,, 6t2, respectively, such that:

(i) (i,, 6£2 both contain all Borel sets and are translation invariant;

(ii) p,, p2 both extend the Lebesgue measure and are translation invariant;

(iii) there is no nonatomic probability measure on any a-algebra containing cE, U <H2.

Lemma 1 [4,6]. Assume CH. Then there is an XG[0,1) such that X*(X) =

A*([0,1)\ X) = 1 and both X and [0, \)\X are almost translation invariant.

Proof. Let {xt: £<w,} be a Hamel basis for [0,1). Let Q^ be the subspace

spanned by {x^: r¡ < £} (over the rationals) and let P^= Q^+ ¡\Qt. Clearly \Q¿ < 8().

Thus Fj consists of those elements of Qt+X whose representation uses x¿ in a

nontrivial way. Hence if x G Qt, then P^A x = Pt. It now follows easily that for all

A G M,, U {Pc. ¿ G A} is almost translation invariant.

Let {Fa: a < w,} be an enumeration of all closed subsets of [0, 1) with X(Fa) > 0.

We can build inductively A G w, such that for all a G u,, there are £ G A,

t; G <o ,\ A such that both P¿ n Fa and P n Fa are not empty. Now X =

U {P(: | G A} as is required.

Lemma 2 [5]. Assume CH. Let^G €P([0,1)), |f |= K,. Then there exists a countably

generated o-algebra & on [ 0, 1) such that Sr G â.

Proof. We can suppose^C ^>(w,),fr= {Fa: a < w,}. Set

F= U {{a}XFa:a<u{}.

Now by [5,7], F belongs to the a-algebra generated by some sets An X Bn, « G to,

where An, Bn C w,. It is easy to see that ^is included in the a-algebra generated by

the B/s.

Lemma 3. Assume CH. Then for every uncountable X G [0,1), there is a nonmea-

surable countably generated o-algebra (Ion X containing all Borel subsets of X.

Proof. By [7], there is an L G [0, 1) such that |L| = 8, and |L Pi N\ =£ 80 for

every meager N. It follows easily from the fact that every Borel measure on [0,1)

concentrates on a meager set that the a-algebra of Borel subsets of L is nonmeasura-

ble.

Since the properties involved are preserved under bijections, the a-algebra con-

structed on L can be transplanted to any set X G [0,1) of cardinality 8,. The

resulting a-algebra contains singletons and augmented by adding the Borel subsets

of X remains nonmeasurable.
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Proof of the Theorem. Let X be as in Lemma 1 and A" = [ 0,1 )\ X. Let 910 be a

nonmeasurable countably generated a-algebra on X containing the Borel subsets of

A'(see Lemma 3). Let F(9l0) = {(x A S) n X: x G [0, 1), S G %0}. Then |T|9L0)|

= 8|, and thus by Lemma 2, there is a countably generated a-algebra 91, D F(9l0).

Defining T(Al,) analogously to F(9l0), we can find countably generated 9t2 D

T(%x), and so on. Let 9t be the a-algebra generated by U {9l„: « G to}. Then 91 is

countably generated and nonmeasurable. It also follows easily from the almost

translation invariance of X that 9l is almost translation invariant. Let 9L' be

obtained analogously on A" and let 911 and 911' be the a-álgebras of Borel subsets of

X and A", respectively. Thus 9R and 911' are almost translation invariant and so are

g, = {A U A': A G ¿Al, A' G Al'} and (î2 = (/l U A': A G 91, /l' G 9H'}. But fcp,

and â2 contain all points, hence, they are translation invariant.

We now define p, on 6?, (i — 1,2), as follows. Let A U A' G &x where: A G 9H,

A' G 91'. Set p,(/l U A') = \«(/4). For AU A' Gâ2 where /4 G 91, A' G 9H', we

set p2(/4 U /I') = A*(/T). (i) and (ii) now easily follow. (We remark that A*,

restricted to the Borel subsets of an arbitrary set of outer measure one, is a

countably additive probability measure.)

Finally, let t? be the least a-algebra containing (2, U &2. If p is a nonatomic

probability measure on fc?, then either p(AQ>0 or p(A")>0. Without loss of

generality let p( A") > 0. Since 91 C & and X G 91, p restricted to 91 is a nonatomic

finite nontrivial measure on 91. This is a contradiction since 91 is nonmeasurable.

Hence, (iii) holds and the Theorem is proved.
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